hi I'm NASA Kennedy's Eric Jensen taking you inside KSC orbital ATK is preparing a Cygnus spacecraft for a commercial resupply services mission to the international space station in the space station processing facilities fitness was loaded with about 7,500 pounds of scientific experiment and supplies for the orbiting outpost Cygnus is scheduled to lift off from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station as type of united launch alliance atlas 5 rocket on March 19 maxxis Kennedy Space Center recently celebrated engineers we value of n is
dedicated to increasing understanding of
and interest in engineering and
technology employees had opportunity to
learn about some of the latest
developments in the field at the Florida
spaceport NASA engineering played a key
role in transforming dispenser to a
premier multi-user spaceport ongoing
work includes a variety of projects from
supporting installation of new platforms
in the Vehicle Assembly Building to
testing umbilical access arms for the
space launch systems mobile launcher and
remember spaceport magazine digs deeper
inside KSC